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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to a color converting method of converting a chrominance signal of a different
color space by using a multidimensional color conversion table and, more particularly, to a color converting method of
converting a chrominance signal which is not registered in a conversion table by an interpolation calculation.
[0002] Color image apparatuses such as personal computers, color printers, digital centers, and the like are widely
used at present owing to the realization of high performance and low costs. Generally, the apparatus such as printer,
display, or the like expresses a color of an RGB space, a CMY space, or the like of a primary color system. In this case,
since the color that is outputted from the RGB space or CMY space differs depending on the apparatus such as a dis-
play or a printer, it can be regarded as a chrominance signal depending on the apparatus. In order to make the colors
coincide among the different apparatuses, as a chrominance signal showing an absolute color that does not depend on
the apparatus, there is a method of processing the chrominance signal by using an L∗a∗b∗ space, an XYZ space, or
the like of a luminance color difference separation system as a reference. For example, when the color of the L∗a∗b∗
space is outputted to a printer, if the color of the L∗a∗b∗ space is converted to the color of the CMY space peculiar to
the printer and the chrominance signal is printed, fundamentally, any printer can output the same color. A technique for
converting the chrominance signal between the different color spaces is called a color converting technique. For such
a color converting technique, a color conversion using a multidimensional conversion table (multidimensional look-up
table) has been known.
[0003] Figs. 1A to 1C are explanatory diagrams of a multidimensional conversion space to realize the multidimen-
sional conversion table. Fig. 1A shows an RGB/Lab conversion coordinates space 100 to convert the color from the
RGB space to the L∗a∗b∗ space. Fig. 1B shows an Lab/CMY conversion coordinates space 102 to convert the color
from the L∗a∗b∗ space to the CMY space. Further, Fig. 1C shows an RGB/CMY conversion coordinates space 104 to
convert the color from the RGB space to the CMY space. For instance, when the color of the RGB space of a display
is converted to the color of the CMY space of a printer, RGB color values are inputted to the RGB/Lab conversion coor-
dinates space 100 of Fig. 1A, thereby converting to L∗a∗b∗ color values. Subsequently, the L∗a∗b∗ color values are
inputted to the Lab/CMY conversion coordinates space 102 of Fig. 1B, thereby converting to CMY color values. Practi-
cally, the RGB/CMY conversion coordinates space 104 in which the conversion to the intermediate L∗a∗b∗ space as
shown in Fig. 1B is omitted is used. The RGB color values are inputted to the RGB/CMY conversion coordinates space
104 and are directly converted to the CMY color values. In such a multidimensional conversion table, output represent-
ative colors of the color space on the conversion destination side are set to lattice points which are decided by input
representative colors of the color space serving as a converting source. The table is used in combination with an inter-
polation calculating mechanism, so that high-speed and accurate color conversion can be realized by a small memory
capacity of the table.
[0004] As an interpolating method in the conventional color converting method in which the multidimensional con-
version table and the interpolation calculating mechanism are combined, a cube interpolating method (Cube Algorithm)
has been known. According to the cube interpolating method, as for the multidimensional conversion space constructed
by a set of lattice points having a predetermined width constructing the multidimensional conversion table, an output
color corresponding to an input color at an arbitrary position existing in a lattice space is obtained from output colors set
at eight vertices of the lattice space constructing a cube by an interpolation calculation. The cube interpolating method
will be explained with respect to a case where the color is converted from the RGB space of the display to the CMY
space of the printer as an example. Fig. 2 shows the details of the RGB/CMY conversion coordinates space 104 of Fig.
1C. Color values of the RGB space serving as an input color and color values of the CMY space serving as an output
color have values within a range of 0 to 255. In the RGB/CMY conversion coordinates space 104, for example, a lattice
interval w is set to 32 (w = 32), each of the input colors (R, G, B) serving as a converting source has representative input
colors 0, 32, 64, 96, 128, 160, 192, 224, and 255, respectively. The representative output colors (C, M, Y) after comple-
tion of the conversion have been stored at positions of the lattice points which are decided by the representative input
colors.
[0005] Specifically speaking, the CMY representative output colors are stored at the lattice points of the RGB space
in accordance with the following arrangements.

C[r, g, b]
M[r, g, b]
Y[r, g, b]

where, r, g, and b denote lattice numbers indicative of a coordinates position in a lattice space serving as a cube sur-
rounded by eight lattice points. Since the lattice space is called a data set, the lattice number is also called a data set
number. Explanation will now be made on the assumption that the lattice space is the data set. The data set numbers
indicative of a three-dimensional position of the lattice point where an arbitrary input color (R, G, B) is included are
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obtained by the following equations.

(1)

where, w denotes the lattice interval and, for example, w = 32. (int) means a formation of an integer by rounding-off. For
instance, the data set numbers corresponding to the minimum value (0, 0, 0) of the input color (R, G, B) are set to r =
0, g = 0, and b = 0. The data set numbers corresponding to an input color (32, 0, 0) are set to r = 1, g = 0, and b = 0.
Further, the data set numbers corresponding to an input color (32, 123, 128) are set to r = 1, g = 4, and b = 4.
[0006] As shown in Fig. 3, in the cube interpolating method, interpolating arithmetic operations are performed by
using eight lattice points A1 to A8 serving as vertices of a cube surrounding an interpolation point 110 of an input color
(Rc, Gc, Bc). First, when coordinates positions shown by the data set numbers of the eight lattice points A1 to A8 sur-
rounding the interpolation point 110 are shown by setting the lattice point A1 to a reference position and setting the
other positions to relative positions for the reference position, the following coordinates values are obtained.

[0007] When output colors (C, M, Y) set in the lattice points A1 to A8 are expressed by arrangements of the lattice
point coordinates, the following equations are obtained.

r = (int)(R ÷ w)

g = (int)(G ÷ w)

b = (int)(B ÷ w)

A1(r, g, b)

A2(r+1, g, b)

A3(r, g+1, b)

A4(r+1, g+1, b)

A5(r, g, b+1)

A6(r+1, g, b+1)

A7(r, g+1, b+1)

A8(r+1, g+1, b+1)

C1 = C[r, g, b]

C2 = C[r+1, g, b]

C3 = C[r, g+1, b]

C4 = C[r+1, g+1, b]

C5 = C[r, g, b+1]

C6 = C[r+1, g, b+1]

C7 = C[r, g+1, b+1]

C8 = C[r+1, g+1, b+1]

M1 = M[r, g, b]

M2 = M[r+1, g, b]
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[0008] The output colors (C, M, Y) set in the lattice points A1 to A8 are shown as follows for simplicity of description.

A1(C1, M1, Y1)
A2(C2, M2, Y2)
A3(C3, M3, Y3)
A4(C4, M4, Y4)
A5(C5, M5, Y5)
A6(C6, M6, Y6)
A7(C7, M7, Y7)
A8(C8, M8, Y8)

[0009] A position (Rs, Gs, Bs) in the data set of the interpolation point 110 having an input color (Rc, Gc, Bc) is cal-
culated by the following equations.

(2)

where, % denotes a remainder of the division.
[0010] As shown in Fig. 4, volumes V1 to V8 of eight rectangular prisms obtained by dividing the cube in the lattice
point space so as to include the lattice points A1 to A8 for the interpolation point 110 are calculated as linear conversion
parameters to be used for the interpolation calculations.

(3)

M3 = M[r, g+1, b]

M4 = M[r+1, g+1, b]

M5 = M[r, g, b+1]

M6 = M[r+1, g, b+1]

M7 = M[r, g+1, b+1]

M8 = M[r+1, g+1, b+1]

Y1 = Y[r, g, b]

Y2 = Y[r+1, g, b]

Y3 = Y[r, g+1, b]

Y4 = Y[r+1, g+1, b]

Y5 = Y[r, g, b+1]

Y6 = Y[r+1, g, b+1]

Y7 = Y[r, g+1, b+1]

Y8 = Y[r+1, g+1, b+1]

Rs = (Rc)%w

Gs = (Gc)%w

Bs = (Bc)%w

V8 = (w-Rs) × (w-Gs) × (w-Bs)

V7 = Rs × (w-Gs) × (w-Bs)
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[0011] Finally, an output color (Cx, Mx, Yx) at the interpolation point 110 is calculated by the interpolation calcula-
tion. In the interpolation calculation, the output colors (C1, M1, Y1) to (C8, M8, Y8) at the eight lattice points A1 to A8
are weighted by the linear conversion parameters V1 to V8 calculated by the equations (3), thereby averaging them.
The output color is calculated by the following equations.

(4)

[0012] In the conventional cube interpolating method, it is assumed that the output colors set at the eight lattice
points in the lattice point space used to calculate the linear conversion parameters linearly change in a range from the
maximum value to the minimum value. Therefore, all of the output colors at the eight lattice points forming the cube
which surrounds the interpolation point are referred at the time of the interpolation calculation. However, in case of data
in which the input color increases or decreases only in a single direction, for example, in case of having an achromatic
gradation known as a gray axis, there is no unidirectional property in the output color obtained by the interpolation cal-
culation depending on values of the output colors at the lattice points surrounding the interpolation point, so that there
is a problem of occurrence of reversal to the directional property in the output color at the interpolation point.
[0013] Fig. 5 is an explanatory diagram in the case where the output color at the interpolation point calculated by
interpolating is reversed for the axis of the achromatic gradation in which only the lightness changes from black and
reaches white. An axis connecting the lattice points A1 and A8 in the data set is an achromatic gradation axis 120. In
this instance, when an input color (Ri, Gi, Bi) at the interpolation point 110 located on the achromatic gradation axis 120
is equal to (16, 16, 16), a relative position (Rs, Gs, Bs) in the data set is equal to (16, 16, 16) according to the equations
(2). When the conversion parameters V1 to V8 serving as volume ratios are calculated from the equations (3),

[0014] When the values of the linear conversion parameters V1 to V8 are substituted into the equations (4), the out-
put color (Cx, Mx, Yx) at the interpolation point is as follows.

[0015] Inherently, the relations

have to be satisfied among the output colors at the lattice point A1, interpolation point X, and lattice point A8.
[0016] In the conventional cube interpolating method, however, since the conversion parameters V1 to V8 are
formed by referring to the output colors of all of the lattice points A1 to A8, the output color at the interpolation point 110
is attracted to the output colors at the lattice points A2 to A7 which do not have the same directional property for the
achromatic gradation axis 120 and exceed the output color at the lattice point A8, so that a reverse phenomenon occurs

V6 = (w-Rs) × Gs × (w-Bs)

V5 = Rs × Gs × (w-Bs)

V4 = (w-Rs) × (w-Gs) × Bs

V3 = Rs × (w-Gs) × Bs

V2 = (w-Rs) × Gs × Bs

V1 = Rs × Gs × Bs

Cx = {C1 × V8 + C2 × V7 + C3 × V6 + C4 × V5 + C5 × V4 + C6 × V3 + C7 × V2 + C8 × V1} ÷ (w × w × w)

Mx = {M1 × V8 + M2 × V7 + M3 × V6 + M4 × V5 + M5 × V4 + M6 × V3 + M7 × V2 + M8 × V1} ÷ (w × w × w)

Yx = {Y1 × V8 + Y2 × V7 + Y3 × V6 + Y4 × V5 + Y5 × V4 + Y6 × V3 + Y7 × V2 + Y8 × V1} ÷ (w × w × w)

V1 to V8 = 16 × 16 × 16
= 4096

Cx = (23 + 27 + 30 + 39 + 4 + 24 + 50 + 0) × 4096 ÷ 32768 = 25

Mx = (5 + 81 + 13 + 9 + 59 + 59 + 2 + 0) × 4096 ÷ 32768 = 29

Yx = (24 + 29 + 115 + 30 + 111 + 27 + 0) × 4096 ÷ 32768 = 48

(C1, M1, Y1) < (Cx, Mx, Yx) < (C8, M8, Y8)
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among the output colors at the lattice points A1 to A8. As for the problem of the reverse phenomenon of the output
colors by the interpolation calculation on the achromatic gradation axis, for example, in JP-7-099,587, as shown in Fig.
6, an interpolation cube 140 adjacent to a unit cube 130 is defined, an oblique triangular prism 150 is set between them,
the achromatic gradation axis 120 is allocated onto an edge line between lattice points (a and e) of the oblique triangu-
lar prism 150, and the achromatic interpolation is performed by referring to only the lattice points (a and e) serving as
two end points of the edge line 150, thereby preventing the reverse phenomenon from occurring in the output color at
the interpolation point locating on the edge line 150. According to the method, however, since gradations other than the
achromatic color are not guaranteed, the problem remains. As a second problem in the conventional cube interpolating
method, when the linear interpolation is used for the color conversion in a region having a high non-linearity like, for
example, a γ curve, although desired output values are shown by a curve, actual output values are shown by a line
obtained by connecting straight lines whose angles are slightly changed, so that a large conversion error occurs.

[0017] Fig. 7 shows a G-R plane of the multidimensional conversion coordinates space 104 in which the RGB input
color is converted to the CMY output color. The plane shows parts of a data set 104-1 having boundaries shown by bro-
ken lines and neighboring data sets 104-2, 104-3, and 104-4. The input color changes as shown by A1 and A26 at the
boundary of the data set 104-1. The output color is interpolated by a straight line 170-1 connecting the lattice points A1
and A26 in the data set 104-1. The output color at the lattice point A26 on the data set boundary is obtained by a straight
line interpolation of the output colors at the lattice points A2 and A6. As compared with the change in output color inter-
polated by the straight line 170-1, an actual output color changes like a curve 180 as, for example, a γ curve and a large
conversion error occurs between the actual output color and the output color interpolated by the straight line 170-1.
Similarly in the next data set 104-2 as well, as compared with an output color interpolated by a straight line 170-2, a
large conversion error occurs between the curve 180 as a change in inherent output color, and the line 170-2.
[0018] It is a consideration of the present invention to provide a color converting method in which an inversion of an
output color by the reference to the periphery at a position where the directional property of gradation has to be guar-
anteed is prevented.
[0019] It is also considered to provide a color converting method in which a conversion precision is improved by
reducing a conversion error occurring in an interpolation of an output color having high non-linearity for a linear input
color.
[0020] According to the invention, there is provided a color converting method based on a cube interpolating
method, comprising a conversion table forming step, a linear conversion parameter calculating step, a non-linear con-
version parameter forming step, a discriminating step, a linear interpolating step, and a non-linear converting step.
Among them, the conversion table forming step, linear conversion parameter calculating step, and linear interpolating
step are executed in the same procedure as that of an existing cube interpolating method. The non-linear conversion
parameter forming step, discriminating step, and non-linear converting step which are peculiar to the invention are
added to the above procedure.
[0021] In the conversion table forming step, a multi-dimensional conversion table in which an output color of a sec-
ond color space corresponding to an input color of a first color space is stored at each lattice point in a multi-dimen-
sional conversion coordinates space having a predetermined lattice interval (w) is formed. In the linear conversion
parameter calculating step, linear conversion parameters V1 to V8 which are used in an interpolation calculation of an
output color corresponding to an input color at a point other than the lattice points in the conversion coordinates space
are calculated. In the non-linear conversion parameter calculating step, non-linear conversion parameters VV1 to VV8
which are used in the interpolation calculation of an output color corresponding to an input color at a point other than
the lattice points in the conversion coordinates space are calculated. In the discriminating step, it is discriminated which
ones of the linear conversion parameters and the non-linear conversion parameters are used each time the input color
in the first color space is fetched. In the linear interpolating step, an output color at an interpolation point is interpolation
calculated by using the linear conversion parameters discriminated in the discriminating step. In the non-linear interpo-
lating step, the output color at the interpolation point is interpolation calculated by using the non-linear conversion
parameters discriminated in the discriminating step. According to the color converting method of the invention as men-
tioned above, the interpolation calculation using the non-linear conversion parameters which guarantee gradation and
have high precision and the interpolation calculation using the linear conversion parameters which can be processed at
a high speed are provided as an interpolating process for converting the input color of the first color space into the out-
put color of the second color space. The interpolation calculation using the non-linear conversion parameters with high
precision is executed with respect to only a necessary region and the linear conversion parameters which can be proc-
essed at a high speed are calculated with respect to the rest region, thereby certainly preventing an inversion of the out-
put color in a region including an achromatic gradation axis and performing the color conversion with high precision as
a whole and whose performance is hardly influenced.
[0022] In the linear conversion parameter calculating step, with respect to a data set (unit lattice space) construct-
ing the conversion coordinates space, it is preferable that an output color at each interpolation point changes from a
minimum value to a maximum value which are given by output colors at the internal lattice points, and the linear con-
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version parameters V1 to V8 corresponding to data set positions at eight lattice points of a data set surrounding the
interpolation point are calculated every interpolation point and held. For example, in the linear conversion parameter
calculating step, the inside of the data set is divided into eight rectangular prisms so as to include peripheral eight lattice
points around the interpolation point and volumes of the divided spaces are calculated as linear conversion parameters
V1 to V8. In the linear conversion parameter forming step, when the data set is set to a cube having a lattice width of
(w) and the first color space is set to an RGB space and a position (Rs, Gs, Bs) of the interpolation point in the data set
corresponding to three input color components (Rc, Gc, Bc) is calculated as

where, % is a remainder, the linear conversion parameters V1 to V8 are calculated as follows.

[0023] In the linear conversion parameter calculating step, when the first color space is set to an L∗a∗b∗ space and
a relative position (Ls, as, bs) of the interpolation point in the data set corresponding to three input color components
(L∗c, a∗c, b∗c) is calculated as

where, % is a remainder,
the linear conversion parameters may be calaulated as follows.

Rs = (Rc)%w

Gs = (Gc)%w

Bs = (Bc)%w

V1 = Rs × Gs × Bs

V2 = (w - Rs) × Gs × Bs

V3 = Rs × (w - Gs) × Bs

V4 = (w - Rs) × (w - Gs) × Bs

V5 = Rs × Gs × (w - Bs)

V6 = (w - Rs) × Gs × (w - Bs)

V7 = Rs × (w - Gs) × (w - Bs)

V8 = (w - Rs) × (w - Gs) × (w - Bs)

Ls = (L∗c)%w

as = (a∗c)%w

bs = (b∗c)%w

V1 = Ls × as × bs

V2 = (w - Ls) × as × bs

V3 = Ls × (w - as) × bs

V4 = (w - Ls) × (w - as) × bs

V5 = Ls × as × (w - bs)

V6 = (w - Ls) × as × (w - bs)

V7 = Ls × (w - as) × (w - bs)
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[0024] The linear conversion parameters V1 to V8 may be calculated according to an existing cube interpolating
method.
[0025] In the non-linear conversion parameter forming step in we example of the method, with respect to a unit lat-
tice space (data set) constructing a conversion coordinates space, it is regarded that an output color at each interpola-
tion point linearly changes on a gradation guarantee line connecting two lattice points and the output color at each
interpolation point non-linearly changes in a portion except for the above points. The non-linear conversion parameters
VV1 to VV8 corresponding to eight lattice points surrounding the guarantee point are calculated in such a manner that
as the interpolation point approaches the guarantee line, the ratio of referring to the lattice points at both ends of the
guarantee line is increased and the ratio of referring to the lattice points other than the points out of the guarantee line
is decreased. By using the non-linear conversion parameters which non-linearly change in accordance with a distance
from the guarantee line which guarantees gradation and connects arbitrary colors positioning on a data set boundary
as mentioned above, the color conversion such that the nearer to the guarantee point is, the more the ratio of referring
to the point to be guaranteed increases and an influence on a point which is not guaranteed is suppressed can be exe-
cuted, so that the problem that the output color at the interpolation point on the guarantee line is inverted can be
addressed.
[0026] It is now assumed that a distance between an intersecting point of a perpendicular from the interpolation
point to a guarantee line connecting two lattice points A1 and A8 in the data set and the interpolation point is set to L1,
a distance between a boundary point passing through a data set external boundary on the extended perpendicular and
the interpolation point is set to L2, distances between the intersecting point of the guarantee line and the perpendicular
and the lattice points A1 and A8 at both ends are set to B2 and B1, respectively, the sum of the distances is set to
( ), and the linear conversion parameters corresponding to the eight lattice points are set to V1 to V8. In
this case, the non-linear conversion parameters VV1 to VV8 corresponding to the eight lattice points A1 to A8 can be
calculated by the following equations.

[0027] In the second parameter forming step, when the interpolation point exists on the guarantee line connecting
the two lattice points A1 and A8 in the data set, the distance L1 between the interpolation point of the right side of the
calculation equation of each of the non-linear conversion parameters VV1 to VV8 and the intersecting point of the guar-
antee line and the perpendicular is set to (L1 = 0). Thus, the non-linear conversion parameters VV1 to VV8 correspond-
ing to the eight lattice points A1 to A8 may be calculated as follows.

V8 = (w - Ls) × (w - as) × (w - bs)

B1 + B2 = B0

VV1 = {(V1÷www) ×L1} + {(B1÷B0) ×L2}
(L1+L2)

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ × www

VV2 = {(V2÷www) ×L1}
(L1+L2)

-------------------------------------------- × www

VV3 = {(V3÷www) ×L1}
(L1+L2)

-------------------------------------------- × www

VV4 = {(V4÷www) ×L1}
(L1+L2)

-------------------------------------------- × www

VV5 = {(V5÷www) ×L1}
(L1+L2)

-------------------------------------------- × www

VV6 = {(V6÷www) ×L1}
(L1+L2)

-------------------------------------------- × www

VV7 = {(V7÷www) ×L1}
(L1+L2)

-------------------------------------------- × www

VV8 = {(V8÷www) ×L1} + {(B2÷B0) ×L2}
(L1+L2)

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ × www
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[0028] In a preferred method of the present invention, in the discriminating step, whether the data set to which the
input color in the first color space belongs includes the guarantee line of the achromatic gradation or not is discrimi-
nated. When it is determined that the data set includes the guarantee line, the interpolation calculation using the non-
linear conversion parameters VV1 to VV8 is selected. When it is decided that the guarantee line is not included, the
interpolation calculation using the linear conversion parameters VV1 to VV8 is selected.
[0029] In the discriminating step, when the first color space is an RGB space, a position (r, g, b) in the data set to
which the input color (R, G, B) belongs may be calculated by using the lattice width (w) as follows.

where, (int) denotes formation of an integer by rounding off.
[0030] When  is satisfied, it is determined that the data set includes the guarantee line and the interpola-
tion calculation using the non-linear conversion parameters W1 to VV8 is selected.
[0031] When  is not satisfied, it is decided that the data set does not include the guarantee line, and the
interpolation calculation using the linear conversion parameters V1 to V8 is selected. In the discriminating step, a pre-
liminarily designated result is discriminated and either the interpolation calculation using the linear conversion param-
eters V1 to V8 or the interpolation calculation using the non-linear conversion parameters VV1 to VV8 is selected. For
example, the user designates in accordance with the kind of an image to be color converted by a user interface. In this
case, when an image is a natural image such as a photograph or the like whose gradation does not have to be guaran-
teed, the use of the linear conversion parameters V1 to V8 is designated. When the image is a graph, a business doc-
ument, a CG image, or the like whose gradation has to be guaranteed, the use of the non-linear conversion parameters
VV1 to VV8 is designated. By executing the non-linear interpolation calculation with high precision only to a region in
which the gradation has to be guaranteed and by executing the linear interpolation calculation which can be processed
at a high speed to the rest of the region, a color conversion with high precision as a whole and whose performance is
hardly influenced can be performed.
[0032] In the linear interpolation calculating step, output colors e.g. at eight lattice points in the lattice space to
which the interpolation point belongs are weighted by the linear conversion parameters corresponding to the position
of the interpolation point in the unit lattice space and a mean of the weighted output colors is calculated as an output
color at the interpolation point. In the linear interpolation calculating step, a method embodying the invention has a fea-
ture that when predetermined non-linear characteristics, for example, γ characteristics are set into the output color by
using a multi-dimensional conversion table in which an input color and an output color have been set in accordance with
a linear relation, after a re-calculation for converting the input color at the interpolation point to a position based on the
non-linear characteristics was performed, the output color at the re-calculated interpolation point is calculated by the
linear interpolation calculation. As for the re-calculation at the interpolation point in the linear interpolation calculating
step, the input color (Rc, Gc, Bc) at the interpolation point is divided by the maximum color value 255 and is converted
into a position (Rn, Gn, Bn) in a data set normalized to, for example, 0 to 1, and after that, the conversion calculation of
the non-linear characteristics is executed. An input color at the interpolation point according to the non-linear charac-
teristics is re-calculated by multiplying the converted calculation value by the maximum color value 255, and an output

VV1 = (w × w × w) × (B1/B0)

VV2 = 0

VV3 = 0

VV4 = 0

VV5 = 0

VV6 = 0

VV7 = 0

VV8 = (w × w × w) × (B2/B0)

r = (int)R ÷ w

g = (int)G ÷ w

b = (int)B ÷ w

r = g = b

r = g = b
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color corresponding to the recalculated input color at the interpolation point is calculated by the linear interpolation. By
the recalculation of the input color at the interpolation point according to the non-linear characteristics of the output
color, the position of the interpolation point is corrected from a position on the interpolation straight line to a position on
a curve which gives the non-linear characteristics of the output color. Even if there are strong non-linear characteristics
of the output color, an interpolation result having a small conversion error may be obtained.

[0033] In the linear interpolation calculating step, for example, in the case where the second space is the CMY
space, the output colors at the eight lattice points A1 to A8 in the lattice space to which the interpolation point belongs
are set to (C1, M1, Y1) to (C8, M8, Y8) and the linear conversion parameters corresponding to the position of the inter-
polation point are set to V1 to V8, an output color (Cx, Mx, Yx) at the interpolation point is calculated as follows.

[0034] In the linear interpolation calculating step, in the case where the second space is the L∗a∗b∗ space, when
the output colors at the eight lattice points A1 to A8 in the lattice space to which the interpolation point belongs are set
to (L∗1, a∗1, b∗1) to (L∗8, a∗8, b∗8) and the linear conversion parameters are set to V1 to V8, an output color (L∗x, a∗x,
b∗x) at the interpolation point may be calculated as follows.

[0035] In the non-linear interpolation calculating step in an example of the invention, the output colors at the eight
lattice points in the lattice space to which the interpolation point belongs are weighted by the non-linear conversion
parameters at the lattice points and a mean of the weighted out colors is calculated as an output color at the interpola-
tion point.
[0036] In the non-linear interpolation calculating step, in the case where the second space is the CMY space, when
the output colors at the eight lattice points A1 to A8 in the lattice space to which the interpolation point belongs are set
to (C1, M1, Y1) to (C8, M8, Y8) and the non-linear conversion parameters are set to VV1 to VV8, an output color (Cx,
Mx, Yx) at the interpolation point may be calculated as follows.

[0037] In the non-linear interpolation calculating step, in the case where the second space is the L∗a∗b∗ space,
when the output colors at the eight lattice points A1 to A8 in the lattice space to which the interpolation point belongs
are set to (L∗1, a∗1, b∗1) to (L∗8, a∗8, b∗8) and the linear conversion parameters are set to VV1 to VV8, the output color
(L∗x, a∗x, b∗x) at the interpolation point may be calculated as follows.

Cx = {C1 × V8 + C2 × V7 + C3 × V6 + C4 × V5 + C5 × V4 + C6 × V3 + C7 × V2 + C8 × V1} ÷ (w × w × w)

Mx = {M1 × V8 + M2 × V7 + M3 × V6 + M4 × V5 + M5 × V4 + M6 × V3 + M7 × V2 + M8 × V1} ÷ (w × w × w)

Yx = {Y1 × V8 + Y2 × V7 + Y3 × V6 + Y4 × V5 + Y5 × V4 + Y6 × V3 + Y7 × V2 + Y8 × V1) ÷ (w × w × w)

L ∗ x = {L∗ 1 × V8 + L∗ 2 × V7 + L∗ 3 × V6 + L∗ 4 × V5 + L∗ 5 × V4

+L∗ 6 × V3 + L∗ 7 × V2 + L∗ 8 × V1 ÷ (w × w × w)

a∗ x = {a∗ 1 × V8 + a∗ 2 × V7 + a∗ 3 × V6 + a∗ 4 × V5 + a∗ 5 × V4

+a∗ 6 × V3 + a∗ 7 × V2 + a∗ 8 × V1) ÷ (w × w × w)

b∗ x = {b∗ 1 × V8 + b∗ 2 × V7 + b∗ 3 × V6 + b∗ 4 × V5 + b∗ 5 × V4

+b∗ 6 × V3 + b∗ 7 × V2 + b∗ 8 × V1 ÷ (w × w × w)

Cx = {C1 × VV8 + C2 × VV7 + C3 × VV6 + C4 × VV5 + C5 × VV4

+ C6 × VV3 + C7 × VV2 + C8 × VV1} ÷ (w × w × w)

Mx = {M1 × VV8 + M2 × VV7 + M3 × VV6 + M4 × VV5 + M5 × VV4

+ M6 × VV3 + M7 × VV2 + M8 × VV1) ÷ (w × w × w)

Yx = {Y1 × VV8 + Y2 × VV7 + Y3 × VV6 + Y4 × VV5 + Y5 × VV4

+ Y6 × VV3 + Y7 × VV2 + Y8 × VV1} ÷ (w × w × w)
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[0038] According to such linear interpolation calculating step and the non-linear interpolation calculating step, even
if the output color at the interpolation point is determined by using the non-linear conversion parameters in the data set
neighboring to the data set in which the output color at the interpolation point has been determined by using the linear
conversion parameters, although the output color changes non-linearly in the data set, the output color changes linearly
as the interpolation point approaches a boundary region. Thus, even if the data set using the linear conversion param-
eters and the data set using the non-linear conversion parameters exist together, almost the same output color can be
determined by the interpolation calculation in the boundary region of the data sets, so that the continuity of the output
colors in the boundary region of the lattice space can be guaranteed. In the interpolation calculation using the non-lin-
ear conversion parameters, to determine the output color at the interpolation point on the gradation guarantee line con-
necting two lattice points in the lattice space, by setting-the non-linear conversion parameter which refers to the output
color in the boundary region with the neighboring lattice space to zero, a lattice point which is not referred to is caused,
inversion or deviation of an output color by referring to the peripheral points is certainly prevented, and the directional
property of the gradation is guaranteed.
[0039] A detailed description will now be given, by way of example, with reference to the drawings, in which:

Figs. 1A to 1C are schematic explanatory diagrams of a multidimensional conversion coordinates space of a color
conversion;
Fig. 2 is an explanatory diagram of a conversion coordinates space to convert an RGB input color into a CMY out-
put color;
Fig. 3 is an explanatory diagram of lattice points and an interpolation point of a data set at the time of a linear inter-
polation by a cube interpolating method;
Fig. 4 is an explanatory diagram of a data set divided into a rectangular prism for a volume calculation of linear
interpolation parameters;
Fig. 5 is an explanatory diagram of a data set showing an inversion of an output value on an achromatic gradation
guarantee line;
Fig. 6 is an explanatory diagram of a conventional interpolating method to prevent an inversion of an output color;
Fig. 7 is an explanatory diagram of a conversion error which is caused in a portion of strong non-linear character-
istics with respect to an output color;
Fig. 8 is an explanatory diagram of a computer apparatus to which the invention is applied;
Fig. 9 is a functional block diagram to realize a color conversion embodying the invention;
Fig. 10 is a flowchart for a fundamental procedure of a color converting method according to the invention;
Fig. 11 is a flowchart for a color converting process embodying the invention;
Fig. 12 is a flowchart for a linear conversion parameter calculating process in Fig. 11;
Figs. 13A and 13B are flowcharts for a non-linear conversion parameter calculating process in Fig. 11;
Fig. 14 is an explanatory diagram of a calculating principle of non-linear conversion parameters in the case where
there is an interpolation point on a gradation guarantee line of a data set;
Fig. 15 is an explanatory diagram of a calculating principle of non-linear conversion parameters in the case where
there is an interpolation point at a position out of the gradation guarantee line of the data set;
Fig. 16 is a flowchart for an interpolation converting process in Fig. 11;
Fig. 17 is an explanatory diagram of recalculation of an input color adapted to non-linear characteristics of an out-
put color which is performed in a linear interpolation calculation in Fig. 16;
Fig. 18 is a characteristics diagram of output CMY values for input RGB values when an interpolation calculation is
performed by using the linear conversion parameters on the achromatic gradation guarantee line;
Fig. 19 is a characteristics diagram of output CMY values for input RGB values when an interpolation calculation is
performed by using the non-linear conversion parameters on the achromatic gradation guarantee line;
Fig. 20 is an explanatory diagram of a conversion coordinates space to convert an RGB input color into an L∗a∗b∗
output color; and

L∗ x = {L∗ 1 × VV8 + L∗ 2 × VV7 + L∗ 3 × VV6 + L∗ 4 × VV5 + L∗ 5 × VV4

+ L ∗ 6 × VV3 + L∗ 7 × VV2 + L∗ 8 × VV1) ÷ (w × w × w)

a∗ x = {a∗ 1 × VV8 + a∗ 2 × VV7 + a∗ 3 × VV6 + a∗ 4 × VV5 + a∗ 5 × VV4

+ a ∗ 6 × VV3 + a∗ 7 × VV2 + a∗ 8 × VV1} ÷ (w × w × w)

b∗ x = {b∗ 1 × VV8 + b∗ 2 × VV7 + b∗ 3 × VV6 + b∗ 4 × VV5 + b∗ 5 × VV4

+ b ∗ 6 × VV3 + b∗ 7 × VV2 + b∗ 8 × VV1} ÷ (w × w × w)
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Fig. 21 is an explanatory diagram of a conversion coordinates space to convert an L∗a∗b∗ input color into a CMY
output color.

[0040] Fig. 8 shows a general personal computer and its peripheral equipment to which a color converting method
of the invention is applied. A color display 12 as an image display apparatus and a color printer 14 as an image printing
apparatus are connected to a personal computer 10. The personal computer 10 stores color image data constructed by
values of a colorimetric system such as RGB or CMY into a storing device such as an internal hard disk drive or the
like. The personal computer 10 sends RGB values of each pixel of a color image constructed by values of the RGB
colorimetric system as a display drive signal to the color display 12, thereby allowing the color display 12 to display a
color image. A printer control signal is formed from CMY values of each pixel of a color image constructed by values of
the CMY colorimetric system and is sent to the color printer 14, thereby allowing the color printer 14 to print a color
image. In order to convert the RGB color image data in the personal computer 10 into the CMY color image data and
to print the image by the color printer, the color converting method of the invention is used.
[0041] Fig. 9 is a functional block diagram of an apparatus construction by which the color converting method of the
invention can be realized. For example, the method of the invention can be realized by a color converting apparatus 16
and a support preparing apparatus 18. The color converting apparatus 16 is realized as a function of a color conversion
program of the personal computer 10 in Fig. 8. The support preparing apparatus 18 is an apparatus for forming table
conversion parameters necessary for the color converting apparatus 16 as a preparing step and is used at a manufac-
turing stage of a providing source of the color converting apparatus. The color converting apparatus 16 comprises a
controller 20, an image memory 22, an RGB/CMY conversion table 24, and an interpolation calculating unit 26. RGB
image data 28 using color values of an RGB space (first color space) as a converting source has been stored in the
image memory 22. The interpolation calculating unit 26 has a linear conversion parameter storing unit 30 and a non-
linear conversion parameter storing unit 32 for storing conversion parameters which are used for the interpolation cal-
culation when input RGB values are converted to output CMY values. The support preparing apparatus 18 comprises
a conversion table forming unit 34, a linear conversion parameter forming unit 36, and a non-linear conversion param-
eter forming unit 38. An interpolation algorithm which is used by the interpolation calculating unit 26 in the color con-
verting apparatus 16 adopts a cube interpolating method of executing an interpolation calculation by obtaining linear
conversion parameters by using lattice points of eight vertices of a cube constructing a data set as a lattice space of an
RGB/CMY conversion coordinates space in which an interpolation point shown by the input RGB values is included.
[0042] Fig. 10 is a flowchart for a basic processing procedure of the color converting method of the invention which
is realized by the support preparing apparatus 18 and color converting apparatus 16 in Fig. 9. The color converting
method of the invention comprises a conversion table forming process in step S1, a linear conversion parameter calcu-
lating process in step S2, a non-linear conversion parameter calculating process in step S3, a discriminating process in
step S4, a non-linear interpolating process in step S5, and a linear interpolating process in step S6. In the conversion
table forming process in step S1, as shown in Fig. 2, the RGB/CMY conversion table 24 in which the output CMY values
in the CMY space as a second color space corresponding to the input RGB values in the RGB space as a first color
space have been stored at lattice points in a multidimensional RGB/CMY conversion coordinates space 104 having a
predetermined lattice interval (w) is formed. In the RGB/CMY conversion table 24, a lattice point in the space is desig-
nated by three input values of R, G, and B values of each pixel in the RGB image data 28 and the CMY values prelim-
inarily stored at the designated lattice point are read out, thereby converting the input RGB values into output CMY
values. In the case where the input RGB values do not correspond to coordinate values of the lattice point which is
determined by the lattice interval (w) in this instance, the output CMY values corresponding to the input RGB values are
calculated by the interpolation calculation by the interpolation calculating unit 26.
[0043] In the linear conversion parameter calculating process in step S2 in Fig. 10, linear conversion parameters
V1 to V8 which are used for the interpolation calculation of the output CMY values corresponding to the input RGB val-
ues other than the lattice points in the RGB/CMY conversion coordinates space are calculated. The linear conversion
parameters V1 to V8 are calculated as the sane parameters as those by the existing cube interpolating method. In the
non-linear conversion parameter calculating process in the next step S3, non-linear conversion parameters VV1 to VV8
which are used for the interpolation calculation of the output CMY values corresponding to the input RGB values other
than the lattice points of the RGB/CMY conversion coordinates space are calculated. According to a data set as a lattice
space for calculating the non-linear conversion parameters VV1 to VV8 is, for example, with respect to a data set
through which an axial line for guaranteeing achromatic gradation in which only brightness changes from black to white
passes in the RGB/CMY conversion coordinates space 104 of Fig. 2, the parameters for executing the interpolation cal-
culation so that the output CMY values calculated with respect to the interpolation point on the achromatic gradation
guarantee line do not have the values which are inverted or deviated for the directional property of the gradation are
calculated. The non-linear conversion parameters VV1 to VV8 which are used for the data set through which a proper
gradation guarantee line passes are calculated as parameters corresponding to eight lattice points surrounding a guar-
antee point so as to increase a ratio at which the lattice points at both ends of the guarantee line are referred and
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decrease a ratio at which the lattice points out of the guarantee line are referred as the interpolation point approaches
the guarantee line. In the discriminating process in step S4, whether the linear conversion parameters obtained in step
S2 or the non-linear conversion parameters obtained in step S3 are used for the interpolation calculation in the data set
to which the input RGB values belong is discriminated each time the input RGB values of a pixel unit are fetched from
the RGB image data. In the case where the use of the non-linear conversion parameters is determined in the discrimi-
nating step S4, in step S5, the non-linear conversion parameters VV1 to VV8 corresponding to the position that is deter-
mined by the input RGB values in the data set are used, the output CMY values at the peripheral eight lattice points in
the data set to which the interpolation point as an interpolation arithmetic operation in the cube interpolating method
belongs are weighted by the non-linear conversion parameters VV1 to VV8 corresponding to the position of the inter-
polation point in the data set, and a mean of the weighted output CMY values is calculated. In the case where the use
of the linear conversion parameters is decided in step S4, similarly, in accordance with the interpolation calculation in
the cube interpolating method, the output CMY values at the eight lattice points in the data set to which the interpolation
point belongs are weighted by the linear conversion parameters V1 to V8 read out in correspondence to the position of
the interpolation point in the data set, and a mean of the weighted output CMY values is calculated in step S6. In the
discriminating step S4, whether the non-linear conversion parameters are used or the linear conversion parameters are
used is determined by, for example, discriminating whether the achromatic gradation guarantee line passes through the
data set to which the RGB values as an interpolation target belong, that is, whether the gradation guarantee is neces-
sary or not. That is, when the gradation guarantee is necessary, the interpolation calculation using the non-linear con-
version parameters is executed in step S5. When it is unnecessary to guarantee the gradation, the interpolation
calculation using the linear conversion parameters is executed in step S6. In the discriminating process in step S4,
whether the linear conversion parameters are used or the non-linear conversion parameters are used can be also dis-
criminated on the basis of the contents designated by a user via a user interface besides the discrimination of the pres-
ence or absence of the necessity of guaranteeing the gradation. As a discriminating method by the user, with respect
to image data of, for example, a photograph or the like having little necessity of guaranteeing the gradation, the interpo-
lation calculation using the linear conversion parameters is designated. On the other hand, for the color conversion of
image data such as a graph, business sentence, CG image, or the like which is artificially formed and whose gradation
needs to be guaranteed, the interpolation calculation by the non-linear conversion parameters is designated.

[0044] Fig. 11 is a flowchart of a color converting process embodying the invention in which the basic processing
procedure of Fig. 10 is elaborated by way of example. First in step S1, a color space conversion table, that is, the
RGB/CMY conversion table 24 in Fig. 9 is formed.
[0045] The color space conversion table is formed as a preparing process comprising the steps of

I) formation of an RGB/Lab conversion table,
II) formation of an Lab/CMY conversion table, and
III) formation of an RGB/CMY conversion table by combining the RGB/Lab conversion table and the Lab/CMY con-
version table.

[0046] First, the RGB/Lab conversion table is formed in a manner such that a drive signal corresponding to the RGB
values is sent to the color display 12 by using the RGB image data stored in the personal computer 10, a displayed color
is measured by a measuring instrument, and L∗, a∗, and b∗ values are obtained. Subsequently, a printer control signal
corresponding to the CMY values of the CMY image data stored in the personal computer 10 is sent to the color printer
14, the L∗, a∗ , and b∗ values are obtained by measuring a color printed by the color printer 14 by a measuring instru-
ment, and the Lab/CMY conversion table is formed on the basis of them. Finally, the RGB/Lab conversion table and the
Lab/CMY conversion table are combined with the Lab values as intermediate values and the Lab values are omitted
after the combination, thereby forming the RGB/CMY conversion table 24. The RGB/CMY conversion table 24 is stored
in the color converting apparatus 16 as shown in Fig. 9. Subsequently, a linear conversion parameter Vi is calculated in
step S2 in Fig. 11.
[0047] Fig. 12 is a flowchart for the linear conversion parameter calculating process in step S2 in Fig. 11. First in
step S1, the lattice interval (w) as a length of one side of the unit data set is set. For example, as shown in Fig. 2, when
the lattice interval (w) is set to 32 (w = 32), data set numbers giving the lattice point intervals of the RGB/CMY conver-
sion coordinates space are set to 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 for 0 to 255 of each of the R, G, and B values. In step S2, an
interpolation point position (Rs, Gs, Bs) in the data set for calculating the linear conversion parameter is read by using
a unit data set constructing a cube whose one side has a length (w) as a target. An initial value of the interpolation point
position is equal to (0, 0, 0) and the maximum value is equal to (32, 32, 32) which corresponds to the lattice width (w).
In step S3, the space is divided into rectangular prisms every lattice points A1 to A8 as eight vertices in correspondence
with the interpolation point position in the data set and the linear conversion parameters Vi (where, i = 1 to 8) are cal-
culated as a volume of each rectangular prism and are stored. Specifically, the linear conversion parameters V1 to V8
are calculated by the following equations.
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(5)

[0048] In step S4, "1" is added to the Bs value in the data set. In step S5, whether the Bs value has reached the
maximum value (w) or not is checked. The processes in steps S1 to S4 are repeated until the Bs value reaches the
maximum value (w). When the calculation of the linear conversion parameters V1 to V8 with respect to the Bs values
of 0 to 32 is finished by the processes in steps S1 to S5, Bs is set to 0 (Bs = 0) and, after that, "1" is added to Gs in step
S6. The processes in steps S1 to S6 are repeated until the Gs value reaches the maximum value (w = 32) in step S7.
When the processes of (Gs = 0 to 32) are finished in such a manner, the Gs value is set to 0 and, after that, "1" is added
to the Rs value in step S8. The processes in steps S1 to S8 are repeated until the Rs value reaches to the maximum
value (w = 32) in step S9. By the processes in steps S1 to S9, the linear conversion parameters V1 to V8 corresponding
to all of the interpolation point positions locating in the unit data set are calculated and stored. Since the lattice width
(w) is equal to 32, the number of combinations of the linear conversion parameters V1 to V8 calculated with respect to
the unit data set in this case is equal to 323 (= 32,768). Referring again to Fig. 11, when the calculation of the linear
conversion parameters Vi is finished in step S2, the processing routine advances to step S3 and the non-linear conver-
sion parameters VVi are calculated.
[0049] Figs. 13A and 13B are a flowchart for the non-linear conversion parameter calculating process in step S3 in
Fig. 11. In a manner similar to the calculation of the linear conversion parameter calculating process of Fig. 12, the non-
linear conversion parameter calculating process is performed by calculating and storing the non-linear conversion
parameters with respect to all of the interpolation point positions locating in the unit data set as a cube whose one side
has the lattice width (w). In Figs. 13A and 13B, the lattice interval (w) as a length of one side of one data set as a cal-
culation target of the non-linear conversion parameters is set to, for example, (w = 32) in step S1. In step S2, an inter-
polation point position (Rs, Gs, Bs) in the data set for calculating the parameters is read. An initial value of the
interpolation point position is equal to (0, 0, 0). In step S3, the linear conversion parameters V1 to V8 which have
already been calculated and correspond to the interpolation point position (Rs, Gs, Bs) at that time are read. In step S4,
whether the interpolation point position whose non-linear conversion parameters are being calculated at present is on
a straight line which passes through a region in the data set and on which the gradation is desired to be guaranteed or
not is checked. When the interpolation point is on the straight line on which the gradation is desired to be guaranteed,
processes in steps S5 and S6 are performed. On the other hand, when the interpolation point is not on the straight line
on which the gradation is desired to be guaranteed, processes in steps S7, S8, and S9 are performed.
[0050] Fig. 14 is a diagram for explaining a principle of the non-linear conversion parameter calculating process
which is executed in steps S5 and S6 in Figs. 13A and 13B when the interpolation point is on the straight line on which
the gradation is desired to be guaranteed. A unit data set 40 as a calculation target of the non-linear conversion param-
eters is constructed by a cube whose one side has the lattice point interval (w = 32). With respect to the eight lattice
points A1 to A8 as vertices of the cube, for example, a straight line connecting the lattice points A1 and A8 is used as
an achromatic gradation guarantee line 42. When the input RGB values at an arbitrary lattice point in the actual
RGB/CMY coordinates conversion space are set to (R, G, B), each of the input R, G, and B values is divided by the
lattice point interval (w), thereby rounding to the nearest integer, so that the input R, G, and B values can be replaced
to each of the lattice points A1 to A8 of the unit data set 40. The conversion from the input R, G, and B values to the
coordinates values according to the data set is executed by the following equations.

(6)

V8 = (w - Rs) × (w - Gs) × (w - Bs)

V7 = Rs × (w - Gs) × (w - Bs)

V6 = (w - Rs) × Gs × (w - Bs)

V5 = Rs × Gs × (w - Bs)

V4 = (w - Rs) × (w - Gs) × Bs

V3 = Rs × (w - Gs) × Bs

V2 = (w - Rs) × Gs × Bs

V1 = Rs × Gs × Bs

r = (int)(R ÷ w)

g = (int)(G ÷ w)
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[0051] Thus, the positions by the data set numbers of the lattice points A1 to A8 in the unit data set 40 in Fig. 14
are obtained as follows.

[0052] As mentioned above, at the lattice points A1 to A8 where the positions in the data set 40 are defined, the
lattice point A1 at one end of the achromatic gradation guarantee line 42 shows an achromatic color when
and the lattice point A8 at the other end shows an achromatic color when . There is the relation

between the output values (C1, M1, Y1) set in the lattice point A1 and the output values (C8, M8, Y8) set in the lattice
point A8. That is, the output CMY values at the lattice point A1 become the minimum, the output CMY values at the lat-
tice point A8 become the maximum, and the output CMY values linearly change at the interpolation point between
them.
[0053] The non-linear conversion parameters VV1 to VV8 at an interpolation point 44 on the achromatic gradation
guarantee line 42 in Fig. 14 are calculated by the following equations with reference to only the lattice points A1 and A8
at both ends of the achromatic gradation guarantee line 42 without referring to the lattice points A2 to A7 out of the guar-
antee line.

(7)

[0054] That is, for the interpolation point 44 on the achromatic gradation guarantee line 42, a distance B1 from the
lattice point A8 and a distance B2 from the lattice point A1 are obtained. A volume (w × w × w) of the unit data set 40 is
divided at a ratio of the lengths B1 and B2 from the lattice points A1 and A8 to the interpolation point 44 for a whole
length  of the guarantee line 42, thereby calculating the non-linear conversion parameters VV1 and VV8.
With respect to the non-linear conversion parameters VV2 to VV7 corresponding to the other lattice points A2 to A7 out
of the achromatic gradation guarantee line 42, by setting all of them to "0", they are not referred in the interpolation cal-

b = (int)(B ÷ w)

A1(r, g, b)

A2(r+1, g, b)

A3(r, g+1, b)

A4(r+1, g+1, b)

A5(r, g, b+1)

A6(r+1, g, b+1)

A7(r, g+1, b+1)

A8(r+1, g+1, b+1)

r = g = b
r + 1 = g + 1 = b + 1

A1(C1, M1, Y1) < A8(C8, M8, Y8)

VV1 = (w × w × w) × (B1/B0)

VV2 = 0

VV3 = 0

VV4 = 0

VV5 = 0

VV6 = 0

VV7 = 0

VV8 = (w × w × w) × (B2/B0)

B0 = B1 + B2
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culation. In the calculating process of the non-linear conversion parameters with respect to the interpolation point 44 on
the achromatic gradation guarantee line 42 in Fig. 14, the distances B1 and B2 between the lattice points as two end
points of the guarantee line and the interpolation point are first calculated as shown in step S5 in Figs. 13A and 13B.
Subsequently, in step S6, the non-linear conversion parameters VV1 to VV8 are calculated in accordance with the
equations (7) and are stored.

[0055] Fig. 15 shows a principle of the non-linear conversion parameter calculating process when the interpolation
point does not exist on the straight line where the gradation is desired to be guaranteed in steps S7 to S9 in Figs. 13A
and 13B. In the unit data set 40, it is assumed that the interpolation point 44 exists at a position out of the achromatic
gradation guarantee line 42 connecting the lattice points A1 and A8 in the data set. In this case, a perpendicular 46
which passes through the interpolation point 44 and reaches onto the achromatic gradation guarantee line 42 is set.
With respect to an intersecting point 45 of the perpendicular 46, the distances B2 and B1 from the lattice points A1 and
A8 at both ends are obtained in a manner similar to the case of Fig. 14. The perpendicular 46 passing through the inter-
polation point 44 is extended to a boundary of the data set, thereby obtaining a boundary point 48. A distance L1 from
the guarantee line intersecting point 45 to the interpolation point 44 and a distance L2 from the boundary point 48 to
the interpolation point 44 are obtained. If the distances B1, B2, L1, and L2 from the positions out of the achromatic gra-
dation guarantee line 42 in the unit data set 40 to the guarantee point 44 can be calculated as mentioned above, the
non-linear conversion parameters VV1 to VV8 which refer to the eight lattice points A1 to A8 are calculated by the fol-
lowing equations.

(8)

[0056] In the calculation of the non-linear conversion parameters VV1 to VV8 according to the equations (8), for the
linear conversion parameters V1 to V8 of the equations (5) obtained by linearly referring to all of the lattice points A1 to
A8, the non-linear conversion is performed so as to increase a ratio of referring to the lattice points A1 and A8 at both
ends of the guarantee line and to decrease a ratio of referring to the lattice points A2 to A7 out of the guarantee line as
the interpolation point further approaches the achromatic gradation guarantee line 42. The equations (8) are general
equations to obtain the non-linear conversion parameters VV1 to VV8. Now, assuming that the distance L1 from the
perpendicular intersecting point 45 of the interpolation point 44 in Fig. 15 is equal to (L1 = 0), the interpolation point 44
is located on the achromatic gradation guarantee line 42 as shown in Fig. 14. Therefore, by substituting L1 = 0 into the
equations (8), the equations (7) are derived. That is, when the interpolation point 44 exists on the achromatic gradation
guarantee line 42 which is given by the equations (7), the equations (7) can be regarded as singular solutions of a gen-
eral type of the equations (8). In Fig. 15, when the interpolation point 44 exists on the boundary of the data set, since
L2 = 0, the equations (8) can be rewritten as follows.

VV1 = {(V1÷www) ×L1} + {(B1÷B0) ×L2}
(L1+L2)

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ × www

VV2 = {(V2÷www) ×L1}
(L1+L2)

-------------------------------------------- × www

VV3 = {(V3÷www) ×L1}
(L1+L2)

-------------------------------------------- × www

VV4 = {(V4÷www) ×L1}
(L1+L2)

-------------------------------------------- × www

VV5 = {(V5÷www) ×L1}
(L1+L2)

-------------------------------------------- × www

VV6 = {(V6÷www) ×L1}
(L1+L2)

-------------------------------------------- × www

VV7 = {(V7÷www) ×L1}
(L1+L2)

-------------------------------------------- × www

VV8 = {(V8÷www) ×L1} + {(B2÷B0) ×L2}
(L1+L2)

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ × www
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[0057] Therefore, in the data set adjacent to the data set in which the interpolation calculation is performed by using
the non-linear conversion parameters VV1 to VV8 in Fig. 15, the interpolation calculation is performed by using the lin-
ear conversion parameters V1 to V8. However, in the data set boundary, the interpolation calculation is performed by
the linear conversion parameters V1 to V8. Thus, even if the data set of the non-linear conversion parameters and the
data set of the linear conversion parameters exist together, the output values at the interpolation point of the data set
boundary are set to the almost same value, thereby guaranteeing the continuity of the interpolated output values at the
data set boundary.
[0058] In the processes in steps S7 to S9 in Figs. 13A and 13B corresponding to Fig. 15, first in step S7, the dis-
tances B1 and B2 between the lattice points A1 and A8 as two end points of the achromatic gradation guarantee line
42 and the intersecting point 45 of the perpendicular 46 fallen from the interpolation point 44 to the guarantee line are
calculated. In step S8, subsequently, with respect to the perpendicular 46 fallen to the guarantee line, the distances L1
and L2 from the perpendicular intersecting point 45 of the guarantee line and the data set boundary 48 to the interpo-
lation point 44 are calculated. In step S9, the non-linear conversion parameters VV1 to VV8 of the interpolation point
out of the guarantee line are calculated in accordance with the equations (8). Processes in steps S10 to S15 are sub-
stantially the same as those in steps S4 to S9 in Fig. 12 and with respect to the positions of all of the interpolation points
in the unit data set 40 as a cube whose one side is equal to the lattice interval (w = 32), a process to obtain and store
the non-linear conversion parameters VV1 to VV8 is performed.
[0059] Referring again to Fig. 11, each of the RGB/CMY conversion table, linear conversion parameters, and non-
linear conversion parameters formed through the preparing processes in steps S1 to S3 is stored into the color convert-
ing apparatus 16 side as shown in Fig. 9 and the preparation for color conversion is completed. It will be obviously
understood that the support preparing apparatus 18 is disconnected upon completion of the preparation and, after that,
the color converting apparatus 16 functions by itself. Step S4 and subsequent steps in Fig. 11 relate to the color con-
verting process in the color converting apparatus 16 in Fig. 9. First in step S4, the RGB image data 28 serving as a con-
verting source is inputted into the image memory 22 as shown in Fig. 9. In step S5, when the color converting process
is activated by the controller 20, the controller 20 extracts the chrominance signal values, namely, RGB values of the
conversion image data from the RGB image data 28 in the image memory 22 in accordance with a pixel arrangement
and supplies them into the RGB/CMY conversion table 24. In step S6, a check is made to see if the inputted RGB val-
ues are the input values which give the lattice points of the conversion color space in the RGB/CMY conversion table
24 or not. If they are the input values which give the lattice points, step S7 follows and the CMY values set to the lattice
points are read out. In step S9, they are outputted as chrominance signal values after the conversion. In step S10, a
check is made to see if the processes of all of the chrominance signals have been finished. After that, the processing
routine is again returned to step S5 and the next RGB chrominance signal values are inputted. In step S6, when the
input RGB values do not correspond to the lattice points of the conversion coordinates space, an interpolation convert-
ing process in step S8 is executed. After completion of the interpolation converting process, the chrominance signal val-
ues after the interpolation are outputted in step S9. After that, the processes from step S5 are repeated until the
processes for all of the chrominance signal values were finished in step S10. When the processes of all of the chromi-
nance signals are finished, the color converted image data is outputted to the color printer 14 and is printed in step S11.
[0060] Fig. 16 is a flowchart for the interpolation converting process in step S8 in Fig. 11. In the interpolation con-
verting process of Fig. 16, first in step S1, a data set number is calculated with respect to an interpolation point which
is given as input RGB values. Now, assuming that the position of the interpolation point is set to X(Rc, Gc, Bc), data set
numbers (r, g, b) indicative of the position in the unit data set are calculated by the equations (6). In step S2, a check is
made to see if the data set is a data set including the achromatic gradation guarantee axis as shown in the data set 40

VV1 = V1

VV2 = V2

VV3 = V3

VV4 = V4

VV5 = V5

VV6 = V6

VV7 = V7

VV8 = V8
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in Figs. 14 and 15. The discrimination about the data set including the achromatic axis is made by checking whether all
of the data set numbers (r, g, b) calculated in step S1 are equal or not. If all of the data set numbers (r, g, b) are equal,
since this means the data set including the achromatic axis, the processing routine advances to steps S3 to S5 and the
interpolation calculation using the non-linear conversion parameters VV1 to VV8 is performed. On the other hand, when
the data set numbers (r, g, b) are not equal, since this means the data set which does not include the achromatic axis,
the interpolation calculation using the linear conversion parameters V1 to V8 is performed by the processes in steps S6
to S10. In the interpolation calculation using the non-linear conversion parameters VV1 to VV8 in steps S3 to S5, first
in step S3, the position (Rs, Gs, Bs) of the interpolation point in the data set is calculated by the following equations.

(9)

where, % denotes a remainder.
[0061] Subsequently in step S4, with reference to the non-linear conversion parameter storing unit 32 in Fig. 9 on
the basis of the position (Rs, Gs, Bs) of the interpolation point in the data set, the corresponding non-linear conversion
parameters VV1 to VV8 are read out. In step S5, the non-linear interpolation calculation using the non-linear conversion
parameters VV1 to VV8 is performed by the following equations.

(10)

[0062] The CMY output values set in the lattice points A1 to A8 which are used in the interpolation calculation of
the equations (10) show the following values.

A1 : (C1, M1, Y1)
A2 : (C2, M2, Y2)
A3 : (C3, M3, Y3)
A4 : (C4, M4, Y4)
A5 : (C5, M5, Y5)
A6 : (C6, M6, Y6)
A7 : (C7, M7, Y7)
A8 : (C8, M8, Y8)

[0063] When the CMY output values at the lattice points A1 to A8 are expressed by lattice point coordinates using
the data set numbers, they are as shown by the following arrangements.

Rs = (Rc)%w

Gs = (Gc)%w

Bs = (Bc)%w

C = {C1 × VV8 + C2 × VV7 + C3 × VV6 + C4 × W5 + C5 × VV4

+ C6 × VV3 + C7 × VV2 + C8 × VV1} ÷ (w × w × w)

M = {M1 × VV8 + M2 × VV7 + M3 × VV6 + M4 × VV5 + M5 × VV4

+ M6 × VV3 + M7 × VV2 + M8 × VV1} ÷ (w × w × w)

Y = {Y1 × VV8 + Y2 × VV7 + Y3 × VV6 + Y4 × VV5 + Y5 × VV4 + Y6

+ Y6 × VV3 + Y7 × VV2 + Y8 × VV1} ÷ (w × w × w)

C1 = C[r, g, b]

C2 = C[r+1, g, b]

C3 = C[r, g+1, b]

C4 = C[r+1, g+1, b]

C5 = C[r, g, b+1]

C6 = C[r+1, g, b+1]
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[0064] Therefore, the equations (10) of the interpolation calculation are actually defined as arrangements using
those data set numbers.
[0065] The interpolation calculation using the linear conversion parameters V1 to V6 in the case where the achro-
matic axis is not included in the data set in steps S6 to S10 in Fig. 16 is as follows. First in step S6, the position (Rs,
Gs, Bs) of the interpolation point in the data set is calculated in accordance with the equations (9) in a manner similar
to the case in step S3. Subsequently, in step S7, a check is made to see if the CMY output values stored in the data set
including the interpolation point as a target of the process at present lie within a range having non-linear characteristics.
If the present data set lies within the range of the linear characteristics, step S9 follows and the corresponding linear
conversion parameters V1 to V8 are read out with reference to the linear conversion parameter storing unit 32 in Fig. 9
on the basis of the position (Rs, Gs, Bs) of the interpolation point in the data set obtained in step S6. In step S10, the
output values (Cx, Mx, Yx) of the interpolation point are calculated in accordance with the following equations.

(11)

C7 = C[r, g+1, b+1]

C8 = C[r+1, g+1, b+1]

M1 = M[r, g, b]

M2 = M[r+1, g, b]

M3 = M[r, g+1, b]

M4 = M[r+1, g+1, b]

M5 = M[r, g, b+1]

M6 = M[r+1, g, b+1]

M7 = M[r, g+1, b+1]

M8 = M[r+1, g+1, b+1]

Y1 = Y[r,g,b]

Y2 = Y[r+1, g, b]

Y3 = Y[r, g+1, b]

Y4 = Y[r+1, g+1, b]

Y5 = Y[r, g, b+1]

Y6 = Y[r+1, g, b+1]

Y7 = Y[r, g+1, b+1]

Y8 = Y[r+1, g+1, b+1]

C = {C1 × V8 + C2 × V7 + C3 × V6 + C4 × V5 + C5 × V4 + C6 × V3 + C7 × V2 + C8 × V1} ÷ (w × w × w)

M = {M1 × V8 + M2 × V7 + M3 × V6 + M4 × V5 + M5 × V4 + M6 × V3 + M7 × V2 + M8 × V1} ÷ (w × w × w)

Y = {Y1 × V8 + Y2 × V7 + Y3 × V6 + Y4 × V5 + Y5 × V4 + Y6 × V3 + Y7 × V2 + Y8 × V1} ÷ (w × w × w)
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[0066] On the other hand, when the output CMY values of the data set including the interpolation point lie within a
range of strong non-linear characteristics in step S7, step S8 follows. With respect to the interpolation point X(Rc, Gc,
Bc) inputted in step S1, a position X(Rc1, Gc1, Bc1) of the interpolation point is again calculated by applying the con-
verting equations of the non-linear curve-of the output CMY values. After that, with regard to the re-calculated interpo-
lation point position, in a manner similar to step S6, the position (Rc, Gc, Bc) of the interpolation point in the data set is
obtained by applying the equations (9). In step S9, the linear conversion parameters V1 to V8 are read out. In step S10,
the output values (Cx, Mx, Yx) of the interpolation point which were re-calculated by the equations (11) in step S10 are
calculated.

[0067] Fig. 17 is an explanatory diagram of the re-calculation of the interpolation point position by the non-linear
characteristics of the CMY output values in step S8 in Fig. 16. Fig. 17 is a diagram of the RGB/CMY conversion coor-
dinates space 104 of Fig. 2 when it is seen from the side of the G-R plane in a manner similar to Fig. 7. The CMY output
values set in the lattice points A1 and A26 in a data set 50-1 change in accordance with a non-linear curve 52 of an
index (1/γ) which gives a γ curve for the linear GR input values. Therefore, when the linear interpolation is performed
with respect to the interpolation point between the lattice points A1 and A26, the CMY output values change in accord-
ance with a straight line 54 and since there is a difference between the straight line 54 and non-linear curve 52, a con-
version error increases. In step S8 in Fig. 16, therefore, the re-calculation of the position by the exponential function
(1/γ) based on, for example, the γ curve is performed by the following equations to the input RGB values of an interpo-
lation point 56 on the straight line 54.

(12)

R1, G1, B1: values obtained by normalizing the input values (R, G, B) into a range of 0 to 1
[0068] The re-calculation to match the non-linear curve is performed as follows. Each of the input values (R, G, B)
which give the interpolation point is divided by the maximum value 255, the data set is normalized into the range of 0
to 1, the normalized input values (R1, G1, B1) are substituted into the equations (12) and are raised to the (1/γ)th power,
subsequently, the resultant values are multiplied by the maximum value 255, and the normalized values are returned to
the original absolute values. When this operation is now seen with respect to the data set 50-1 in Fig. 17, the interpo-
lation point 56 of the straight line 54 is corrected to a re-calculation point 60 on the non-linear curve 52 by raising the G
value and R value to the (1/γ)th power. Even in the conversion coordinates space in which the linear output CMY values
have been stored in correspondence to the linear RGB input values by such a re-calculation, the output CMY values
according to the characteristics of the non-linear curve can be outputted as interpolation values by the re-calculation of
the position of the linear RGB input values. The non-linear curve can be also applied to a proper non-linear curve other
than the γ curve.
[0069] Fig. 18 is a characteristics diagram of calculation results of the output CMY values obtained by performing
the calculation with respect to the input RGB values on the achromatic axis of the RGB/CMY coordinates conversion
space 104 in Fig. 2 by using the linear conversion parameters V1 to V8. In the interpolation calculation using the linear
conversion parameters on the achromatic axis, since the input RGB values change like a ripple in a region of values
lower than 64, a reverse phenomenon of the interpolation value occurs.
[0070] Fig. 19 is a characteristics diagram of results of interpolation calculation of the output CMY values for the
input RGB values on the achromatic axis using the non-linear conversion parameters VV1 to VV8 calculated newly in
this embodiment, namely, the non-linear conversion parameters VV1 to VV8 of the equations (8). In the interpolation
calculation using the non-linear conversion parameters VV1 to VV8, a ripple which causes a reversal of the interpolation
value does not occur in the whole region of the input RGB values, an interpolation of a high precision in which the ach-
romatic gradation having the directional property which changes from black to white is reproduced at a high fidelity is
performed.
[0071] The above embodiment relates to the example of the color converting method of converting the input RGB
values into the output CMY values by using the RGB/CMY conversion table. However, as another color conversion, the
invention can be also similarly applied to an interpolating process of the color conversion using a conversion table 106
of an RGB/Lab coordinates conversion space of Fig. 20 or a conversion table 108 of the Lab/CMY coordinates conver-
sion space of Fig. 21. The interpolation calculations of the respective linear conversion parameters V1 to V8 and the
non-linear conversion parameters VV1 to VV8 in case of using the RGB/Lab coordinates conversion space 106 of Fig.
20 are as follows. First, now assuming that the interpolation point position in the unit data set is equal to (Rs, Gs, Bs),
the linear conversion parameters V1 to V8 are defined by the following equations.

R = (R1) 1/γ × 255

G = (G1) 1/γ × 255

B = (B1) 1/γ × 255
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(13)

[0072] Output values (L∗x, a∗x, b∗x) of the interpolation point using the linear conversion parameters V1 to V8 are
calculated by the following equations.

(14)

[0073] The non-linear conversion parameters VV1 to VV8 are calculated by the equations (7) on the gradation
guarantee line in a manner similar to the RGB/CMY conversion coordinates space and are calculated by the equations
(8) at an interpolation point out of the gradation. The linear conversion parameters V1 to V8 which are used in the equa-
tions (8) in this case are equal to the values calculated by the equations (13). Interpolation calculations of output values
(L∗x, a∗x, b∗x) using the non-linear conversion parameters VV1 to VV8 are performed by the following equations.

(15)

[0074] Similarly, with respect to the Lab/CMY coordinates conversion space 108 in Fig. 21, the linear conversion
parameters V1 to V8, non-linear conversion parameters VV1 to VV8, and the interpolation calculations based on those
parameters will now be described as follows. Now, assuming that the position of the interpolation point in the unit data
set is equal to (Ls, as, bs), the linear conversion parameters V1 to V8 are calculated by the following equations.

(16)

V8 = (w-Rs) × (w-Gs) × (w-Bs)

V7 = Rs × (w-Gs) × (w-Bs)

V6 = (w-Rs) × Gs × (w-Bs)

V5 = Rs × Gs × (w-Bs)

V4 = (w-RS) × (w-Gs) × Bs

V3 = Rs × (w-Gs) × Bs

V2 = (w-Rs) × Gs × Bs

V1 = Rs × Gs × Bs

L∗x= {L∗ 1 × V8 + L∗ 2 X V7 + L∗ 3 X V6 + L∗ 4 × V5 + L∗ 5 × V4

+ L ∗ 6 × V3 + L∗ 7 × V2 + L∗ 8 × V1} ÷ (w × w × w)

a∗x= {a∗ 1 × V8 + a∗ 2 × V7 + a∗ 3 × V6 + a∗ 4 × V5 + a∗ 5 × V4

+ a ∗ 6 × V3 + a∗ 7 × V2 + a∗ 8 × V1} ÷ (w × w × w)

b∗x= {b∗ 1 × V8 + b∗ 2 × V7 + b∗ 3 × V6 + b∗ 4 × V5 + b∗ 5 × V4

+ b ∗ 6 × V3 + b∗ 7 × V2 + b∗ 8 x V1} ÷ (w × w × w)

L∗x= {L∗ 1 × VVS + L∗ 2 × VV7 + L∗ 3 × VV6 + L∗ 4 × VV5 + L∗ 5 × VV4

+ L ∗ 6 × VV3 + L∗ 7 × VV2 + L* 8 × VV1} ÷ (w × w × w)

a∗x= {a∗ 1 × VV8 + a∗ 2 × VV7 + a∗ 3 × VV6 + a∗ 4 × VV5 + a∗ 5 × VV4

+ a ∗ 6 × VV3 + a∗ 7 × VV2 + a∗ 8 × VV1} ÷ (w × w × w)

b∗x= {b∗ 1 × VV8 + b∗ 2 × VV7 + b∗ 3 × VV6 + b∗ 4 × VV5 + b∗ 5 × VV4

+ b ∗ 6 × VV3 + b∗ 7 × VV2 + ∗* 8 × VV1} ÷ (w × w × w)

V8 = (w - Ls) × (w - as) × (w - bs)

V7 = Ls × (w - as) × (w - bs)

V6 = (w - Ls) × as × (w - bs)
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[0075] In a manner similar to the case of the RGB/CMY coordinates conversion space, the non-linear conversion
parameters VV1 to VV8 are calculated by the equations (7) on the gradation guarantee line and are calculated by the
equations (8) at a position out of the gradation guarantee line. As linear conversion parameters V1 to V8 which are used
in the equations (8), the values calculated by the equations (16) are used. Further, the output values (Cx, Mx, Yx) of the
interpolation points using the linear conversion parameters V1 to V8 are calculated by the following equations.

(17)

[0076] Further, the output values (Cx, Mx, Yx) based on the non-linear conversion parameters VV1 to VV6 are cal-
culated by the following equations.

(18)

[0077] As described above, by means of the invention, an interpolation calculation using the non-linear conversion
parameters of a high precision which guarantee the directional property of the gradation and the interpolation calcula-
tion using the linear conversion parameters which can be processed at a high speed are provided. The interpolation
calculation using the non-linear conversion parameters of a high precision is performed only with respect to the region
where it is necessary to guarantee the gradation. The interpolation calculation using the linear conversion parameters
which can be processed at a high speed is performed with respect to the remaining portions. Thus, the reversal of the
output color due to the interpolation in the region including the gradation axis such as an achromatic color or the like is
certainly prevented. As a whole, the color conversion of a high precision in which an influence on the performance is
small can be performed.
[0078] With use of the invention, in the case where it is intended to provide specific non-linear conversion parame-
ter characteristics, for example, γ characteristics to the output color by using the multi-dimensional conversion table set
in accordance with the selection relation between the input color and the output color, after the re-calculation to convert
the input color at the interpolation point into the position based on the non-linear characteristics was performed, the out-
put values of the interpolation point which was re-calculated are calculated by the linear interpolation calculation. Thus,
even in the multi-dimensional conversion table having the linear converting characteristics, the output values corre-
sponding to the non-linear characteristics of the output color are obtained by the interpolation. The conversion error for
the non-linear output characteristics when the linear interpolation is performed can be remarkably reduced.
[0079] Although the above embodiment has been described with respect to the example of the case where the lat-
tice width (w) to decide the size of data set is set to (w = 32), the lattice interval (w) can be properly determined as nec-
essary. Although the above embodiment has been described with respect to the example of the conversion in the color
spaces of RGB and CMY of the calorimetric system and L∗, a∗, and b∗ of the luminance color difference separation sys-
tem, the invention can be also similarly applied to the conversion in two different color spaces including color spaces

V5 = Ls × as × (w - bs)

V4 = (w - Ls) × (w - as) × bs

V3 = Ls × (w - as) × bs

V2 = (w - Ls) × as × bs

V1 = Ls × as × bs

Cx = {C1 × V8 + C2 × V7 + C3 × V6 + C4 × V5 + C5 × V4 + C6 × V3 + C7 × V2 + C8 × V1} ÷ (w × w × w)

Mx = {M1 × V8 + M2 × V7 + M3 × V6 + M4 × V5 + M5 × V4 + M6 × V3 + M7 × V2 + M8 × V1} ÷ (w × w × w)

Yx = {Y1 × V8 + Y2 × V7 + Y3 × V6 + Y4 × V5 + Y5 × V4 + Y6 × V3 + Y7 × V2 + Y8 × V1} ÷ (w × w × w)

Cx = {C1 × VV8 + C2 × VV7 + C3 × VV6 + C4 × VV5 + C5 × VV4

+ C6 × VV3 + C7 × VV2 + C8 × VV1} ÷ (w × w × w)

Mx = {M1 × VV8 + M2 × VV7 + M3 × VV6 + M4 × VV5 + M5 × VV4

+ M6 × VV3 + M7 × VV2 + M8 × VV1} ÷ (w × w × w)

Yx = {Y1 × VV8 + Y2 × VV7 + Y3 × VV6 + Y4 × VV5 + Y5 × VV4 + Y6

+ Y6 × VV3 + Y7 × VV2 + Y8 × VV1) ÷ (w × w × w)
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such as CIEXYZ and YcbCr or the like besides the above color spaces.

[0080] The invention is not limited to the foregoing embodiment but incorporates many proper modifications within
the purview without departing from the aims and advantages of the invention. Further, the invention is not limited by the
numerical values shown in the above embodiment.
[0081] In addition, the present invention is not limited to a color converting method. It also embraces a color con-
version apparatus comprising:

conversion table forming means for forming a multi-dimensional conversion table in which an output color of a sec-
ond color space corresponding to an input color of a first color space has been stored at each lattice point in a multi-
dimensional conversion coordinates space having predetermined lattice intervals;
linear conversion parameter calculating means for calculating linear conversion parameters which are used in an
interpolation calculation of an output color corresponding to an input color at a point other than the lattice points in
said conversion coordinates space;
non-linear conversion parameter calculating means for calculating non-linear conversion parameters which are
used in the interpolation calculation of the output color corresponding to the input color at a point other than the
lattice points in said conversion coordinates space;
discriminating means for discriminating whether said linear conversion parameters are used or said non-linear con-
version parameters are used each time the input color of said first color space is fetched;
linear interpolation calculating means for interpolation calculating an output color at an interpolation point by using
said linear conversion parameters discriminated by said discriminating means; and
non-linear interpolation calculating means for interpolation calculating the output color at the interpolation point by
using said non-linear conversion parameters discriminated by said discriminating means.

[0082] Further, the present invention. extends to computer software including the following program steps:

a conversion table forming step of forming a multi-dimensional conversion table in which an output color of a sec-
ond color space corresponding to an input color of a first color space has been stored at each lattice point in a multi-
dimensional conversion coordinates space having predetermined lattice intervals;
a linear conversion parameters calculating step of calculating linear conversion parameters which are used in an
interpolation calculation of an output color corresponding to an input color at a point other than the lattice points in
said conversion coordinates space;
a non-linear conversion parameter calculating step of calculating non-linear conversion parameters which are used
in the interpolation calculation of the output color corresponding to the input color at a point other than the lattice
points in said conversion coordinates space;
a discriminating step of discriminating whether said linear conversion parameters are used or said non-linear con-
version parameters are used each time the input color of said first color space is fetched;
a linear interpolation calculating step of interpolation calculating an output color at an interpolation point by using
said linear conversion parameters discriminated in said discriminating step; and
a non-linear interpolation calculating step of interpolation calculating the output color at the interpolation point by
using said non-linear conversion parameters discriminated in said discriminating step.

[0083] Moreover, the present invention may be embodied in a color image apparatus such as a computer system
having a color printer which includes the above apparatus and/or software.

Claims

1. A color converting method comprising:

a conversion table forming step of forming a multi-dimensional conversion table in which an output color of a
second color space corresponding to an input color of a first color space has been stored at each lattice point
in a multi-dimensional conversion coordinates space having predetermined lattice intervals;
a linear conversion parameter calculating step of calculating linear conversion parameters which are used in
an interpolation calculation of an output color corresponding to an input color at a point other than the lattice
points in said conversion coordinates space;
a non-linear conversion parameter calculating step of calculating non-linear conversion parameters which are
used in the interpolation calculation of the output color corresponding to the input color at a point other than
the lattice points in said conversion coordinates space;
a discriminating step of discriminating whether said linear conversion parameters are used or said non-linear
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conversion parameters are used each time the input color of said first color space is fetched;

a linear interpolation calculating step of interpolation calculating an output color at an interpolation point by
using said linear conversion parameters discriminated in said discriminating step; and
a non-linear interpolation calculating step of interpolation calculating the output color at the interpolation point
by using said non-linear conversion parameters discriminated in said discriminating step.

2. A method according to claim 1, wherein in said linear conversion parameter calculating step, with respect to a unit
lattice space (data set) constructing said conversion coordinates space, it is regarded that the output color at the
interpolation point in said unit lattice space linearly changes from a minimum value to a maximum value, and linear
conversion parameters V1 to V8 corresponding to relative output colors at eight lattice points in said unit lattice
space surrounding the interpolation point are calculated every interpolation point and are held.

3. A method according to claim 2, wherein in said linear conversion parameter calculating step, an inside of said unit
lattice space is divided into eight spaces so as to include each of the eight lattice points around a position of the
interpolation point, and volumes of said divided spaces are calculated as linear conversion parameters V1 to V8.

4. A method according to claim 1, wherein in said non-linear conversion parameter calculating step, with respect to a
unit lattice space (data set) constructing said conversion coordinates space, it is regarded that the output color at
each interpolation point linearly changes on a guarantee line of a gradation connecting two lattice points and that
the output color at each interpolation point non-linearly changes in other portions, and

non-linear conversion parameters VV1 to VV8 corresponding to eight lattice points surrounding said guarantee
line are calculated in a manner such that as the interpolation point approaches said guarantee line, a ratio of
referring to the lattice points at both ends of said guarantee line is increased and a ratio of referring to the lattice
points out of said guarantee line is decreased.

5. A method according to claim 1, wherein in said discriminating step, a check is made to see if a lattice space to
which the input color of said first color space belongs includes a guarantee line of an achromatic gradation, the
interpolation calculation using said non-linear conversion parameters is selected in the case where it is determined
that said guarantee line is included, and the interpolation calculation using said linear conversion parameters is
selected in the case where it is decided that said guarantee line is not included.

6. A method according to claim 5, wherein in said discriminating step, in the case where said first color space is an
RGB space, a position (r, g, b) of a lattice space to which an input color (R, G, B) belongs is calculated by using a
lattice width (w) of the lattice space by setting

where, (int) denotes a process to round to an integer by omission when

is satisfied, it is determined that said guarantee line is included, the interpolation calculation using said non-linear
conversion parameters is selected, and when

is not satisfied, it is decided that said guarantee line is not included, and the interpolation calculation using said lin-
ear conversion parameters is selected.

7. A method according to claim 1, wherein in said discriminating step, a pre-designated result is discriminated,
thereby selecting the interpolation calculation using said linear conversion parameters or the interpolation calcula-
tion using said non-linear conversion parameters.

r = (int) R ÷ w

g = (int) G ÷ w

b = (int) B ÷ w

r = g = b

r = g = b
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8. A method according to claim 2, wherein in said linear interpolation calculating step, as an output color at the inter-
polation point, output colors at the eight lattice points of a lattice space to which said interpolation point belongs are
weighted by said linear conversion parameters corresponding to a position of the interpolation point in said lattice
space, and a mean of the weighted output colors is calculated.

9. A method according to claim 1, wherein in said linear interpolation calculating step, in case of setting predeter-
mined non-linear characteristics into the output color by using said multi-dimensional conversion table in which the
input color and the output color are set by a linear relation, a re-calculation to convert the input color at said inter-
polation point into a position based on said non-linear characteristics is performed and, after that, an output color
at the re-calculated interpolation point is calculated.

10. A method according to claim 9, wherein in said linear interpolation calculating step, after an input color (Rc, Gc, Bc)
at the interpolation point was converted into a position (Rn, Gn, Bn) of a lattice space by normalizing by dividing
said input color by a maximum color value, said position is converted into said non-linear characteristics,, subse-
quently, the input color at the interpolation point according to said non-linear characteristics is re-calculated by mul-
tiplying a conversion calculation value by said maximum color value, and an output color corresponding to the re-
calculated input color at the interpolation point is calculated.

11. A method according to claim 1, wherein in said non-linear interpolation calculating step, as an output color at the
interpolation point, output colors at eight lattice points in a lattice space to which said interpolation point belongs
are weighted by the non-linear conversion parameters at the respective lattice points, and a mean of the weighted
output colors is calculated.
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